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I have read in the recently published L’Adieu à la literature [Farewell to Literature] written by 
William Marx

1
: „Ever since the end of the 19th century, all literature did was stage its own death. 

Announced suicide? Maybe. But it comes as a fact that deaths proclaimed from the house-tops are not 
always the ones that are actually happening.“  

Another theorist, Antoine  Compagnon, the one who declared some years ago that the demon of  
literature is exhausted and needs retiring to a rest home, advanced in 2007, in an opening lecture 
delivered at College de France, the idea that twentieth-century literature has done nothing but enact „un 
long suicide fastueux“

2
. Tzvetan Todorov, the formalist school theorist and coordinator, along with 

Gérard Genette, of the Poétique journal, published in 2007, a manifesto with a messianic title, 
Littérature en danger [Literature in danger]

3
, that questioned everything: self-referential literature, the 

methods of literary criticism, the tyranny  of literary theory, the teaching of literature in schools, and 
finally, the dominant ideological positions in the intellectual life of the last half-century: formalism, 
nihilism and solipsism. These are three powers which emptied literature of meaning and provoked, 
spectacularly or not, its marginalization and even disappearance. A simmering, long-prepared 
marginalization conducted by the learned men. An announced and well-conducted disappearance. 
Todorov, who had an active role in this operation, is struggling now to save what is left to save... 
Touching confession, spectacular recovery, real concern expressed by a wise man who would not die 
defending, for the sake of consistency, a ‘broke’ concept or, one which, though initially positive and 
creative, came to cause ‚collateral damage”. In this instance, the victim is literature itself, seen as a 
therapy of the human being, instrument of knowledge and aesthetic pleasure. An intellectual position 
that is worth careful examination, as it puts forward the place and role of literature in the present 
educational system and its status in the postmodernist world. 

If Tzvetan Todorov and Antoine Compagnon refuse to accept the death of literature and are 
trying to find a way out of this crisis, other essayists, moralists, sociologists and anthropologists proclaim 
the death of literature as a matter of fact and are trying to determine its causes and effects. The causes send 
far        beyond literary boundaries; the root of evilness, or so they say, is to be found in the system in 
which contemporary world is living. Richard Millet

4
, for instance, is decidedly in favour of this idea. His 

opinions refer to the liberal political system, the political construction of the European Community, to 
media dominance, to the cynicism of the editors, the social and cultural (false, catastrophic) hierarchies 
and to what he calls a distant hermeneutics, less cynical and more desperate“ which would actually 
function within literature. Therefore, they all take their share of the blame: first and foremost, the writer who     
betrayed his language and the grammar of the world“ – says Richard Millet in this messianic speech. The 
author is not an unknown one. He published 30 books at important publishing houses (Gallimard, Mercure 
de France, Fayard, La Table Ronde, P.O.L), some of them republished in the „Folio“ collection. He is, 
programmatically, an altermondialist and is anxiously observing the „tenebrous order“ of today’s world. He 
is suspicious of  “the declinists, the sociologists, the bigots and the dissident  professionals“ and he sincerely 
believes that we all  – nihilists,  formalists, solipsists, bigots, declinists – have entered a long strange 
spiritual winter. “The declinists“ are the ones who have followed Spengler’s lead and proclaimed the fall 
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of the West for a century now. One term is worth considering. I am thinking that we, Romanians, have our 
own “declinists”. And they have also foreseen the spiritual collapse of the Western world for quite some 
time. Richard Millet, who is coming from within this world, is strongly criticising all fields, from language 
to morals. His main idea is that we witness  « l’effondrement du vertical au profit de l’horizontal [the 
collapse of the vertical in favour of the horizontal]; in other words, a levelling, a sinking of the spirit in 
mediocrity, a general depreciation of values; this completely   de-spiritualized world we are all living in 
has even lost its sense of making sense. 

The arguments of this new prophet, angry with the postmodernist world, are not to be 
neglected. He puts forward, for instance, the dissolution of the individual in the crowd (a phenomenon 
about which Ortega Y Gasset was worriedly speaking  about 70 years ago), the greater power held in 
today’s society by a televised-histrion than by the Nobel prize, this « esthétique du prêt-à-porter » 
fashionable on our cultural market. Pertinent observations, troubling questions.  What is the place of fiction 
in a world that is already fictionalised through lies? How can one be a writer in this general disillusion, 
« dans cet oubli du passé»  and with an impoverished language, (« une langue de bas-empire») and in a 
literature that has become a form of servitude? – is wondering Richard Millet. Once again, not pointless 
questions. Slightly touched by panic and swelled by deceptionist rhetoric. An anxiety that turns to bitter 
nihilism, and yet, its discourse topics are, for the most part, real. What is to be done under such 
circumstances? Richard Millet cannot see a way out of this crisis situation. His prophecy stops at the 
gates of nothingness: «oui, la littératture est à présent adossée à une néant dont elle ne se distinque que 
par le surgissement grimaçant de son inanité». And, in guise of conclusion: «Nous serons bientôt seuls. 
Nous cheminons dans la désolation et dans l'angoisse, mais aussi dans une jubilation qui n'appartient qu'à 
nous. Jamais nous n'avons eu à montrer plus de courage, surtout si l'on accepte l'idée que la littérature est 
entrée en agonie. Notre langue s'est épuisée dans l'idée qu'elle a d'elle-même, telle que l'avaient perpétuée 
quatre siècles d'alliance entre le politique et le littéraire. Elle n'a plus de miroir humain ni de ciel. Nous 
sommes des héritiers sans descendance. Nous sommes seuls. Nous ne sommes pas de vrais pères. Nous 
n'avons plus d'autorité sur la langue, ni sur la jeunesse. Nos écrits sont probablement voués à l'oubli. Nous sommes 
les contemporains d'un effondrement. L'Université ne nous sauvera pas. La figure de l'abominable n'est plus le 
«tueur de cygnes» de Villiers, mais le consentement de l'Occident à sa propre négation – fatalité crépusculaire 
qui est au cœur des sociétés humaines. L'enténébrement du monde entraîne la déchéance de  l'écrivain, qui 
n'est plus qu'un lecteur dépossédé de sa fable, ou une fable en quête de scripteur.» 

Therefore, in a world which has lost its values, a world growing dark and living in a discouraging 
horizontality, a world spread with divergent minorities and weakened by a massive refusal of its 
authority, the writer is afloat, all alone, in despair and anxiety; his tongue is dried up, his work nullified, 
the young do not listen to him, society does not appreciate him; the writer has become, in our 
contemporary Western world (which does not accept its own negation), nothing but a reader deprived of 
his story or a story in search of a writer“... Richard Millet ends his speech with a vision that gathers all the 
negativities of this tenebrous world”: proliferation of the double, cloning, wide-spread belief that an 
analogue (virtual) universe is preferable to our universe; the writer has no (spiritual) descendants, his art 
has isolated him and cultural models become extinct with derision. Is there any chance left for literature? 
„Literature does not mean anything anymore, neither economically, nor symbolically“ – believes Richard 
Millet. „The future belongs to the insomniacs“. The end of literature is drawing near, everybody lives it, 
either in silence or singing like the Pan god, at the twilight of a lost mythology… A historical end or a 
post-historical crisis? The essayist seems to be terrified with the conclusion he has reached, so he avoids 
giving a straight answer to this question. He only promises to continue to write, bearing death in his soul, 
and in a Eastern European demonstrative silence, in order to denounce the spiritual decadence, the crimes 
against language („the destruction of one language is a crime, not only against the spirit, but also against 
the human being”), the horizontality of one world which is about to lose its myths, criteria, values, past, in 
one word: everything.  

These are, briefly, the opinions of Richard Millet, a moralist from the spiritual family of Cioran. The 
difference between them is that, Cioran’s nihilism is metaphysical and concerns human condition, 
disrespectful of the world he lives in, whereas the author of this  «désenchantement» conceives literature 
within the frame of postmodernist society. I do not intend to confirm or reject his ideas (some 
unquestionably correct, others apocalyptical), I just want to point at another fact, namely, that in «l’ère du 
soupçon» [the age of doubt] the writer does not feel comfortable and that «le déclinisme spenglerien» is 
beginning to be an accepted, generalised philosophy in Western intellectual world. The 1968 euphoria has 
ended, the radicalists entered the European Parliament or are preaching crepuscular visions, whereas the 
philosophers of culture believe that arts, literature (culture, generally), has reached an end which looks on to a 



 

void… The last anxious ones, such as Tzvetan Todorov, are only saying that this end reaches a danger zone 
and there is still something to be salvaged. Let’s do something about it! If only we knew what. And if we 
knew, can we change the natural course of action, defeat the media powers, the lack of interest in authentic 
culture, the Kitsch aggression in a society of meritocracy? These are questions I shall answer in this essay, 
starting from/based on the previously mentioned opinions. As these are opinions, I insist, that are neither isolated 
nor devoid of truth.  They express some state of mind shared by both Westerners and Easterners, though it is 
differently expressed. The West accuses the horizontality of its meritocracy, the collapse of values, the East has 
not recovered from the diseases brought about by the totalitarian systems in which they lived for half a century. 
And when they entered freedom, they got contaminated with some new ones.   

  
1. An Age of Ends 

What shall I start with? With the idea favoured by many anthropologists and philosophers of culture, 
that we have entered for some decades an age of ends or of posts – post-industrial, post historical, 
post-Christian, post-national, postmodernist ages/ periods – and, as far as spiritual life is concerned, we are 
all  confused and distressed, navigating in the European post-humanities waters. A frame of mind which 
Heidegger had anticipated in 1966. “Philosophy – he was saying in an interview published ten years 
later in “Spigel” – has passed on [...] Philosophy will not be able to effect any change, unmediated by the 
state of the present world; this is valid not only for philosophy, but for what human reflection and aspiration 
mean. Only a god could save us [...]; the role held by philosophy until now is taken by science“.  
Philosophy dissolves in particular sciences. Its place will be taken by cybernetics...

5
 Scientists are not 

more optimistic. The physician and philosopher Ilya Prigojine, Nobel prize laureate, wrote in a study 
entitled The end of certitudes, that the present world has entered a specific “dynamics of unstable systems “. 
This means that, until now, it has been powered by deterministic laws, and from now on, by probabilistic 
laws. We are living in a physical and social world, formed of „dissipative structures” in a precarious 
balance of incertitudes, insecurities, fluctuations and probabilities. Man’s chance is that of squeezing in 
through a limited space, which separates the old deterministic conception (where there is no room left for 
creativity) and the idea that God « qui joue aux dès», Prigojine  says, hazard where there is no place left for 
reason. If this is true, then literature cannot be healthy, prosperous and trustworthy. It has entered itself  
“the   dynamics of unstable systems“, living in this “end of certitudes”. William Marx considers that this 
crisis has started ever since the 17th century, when literature started changing form, function and 
mission... There followed, the theorist continues, a period of expansion, then one of autonomisation, and, 
finally, one century ago, there started the depreciation of literature. We are going through an obvious 
process of cleavage which is deepening and which means nothing but the divorce from literature. An 
« adieu» that announces a coming end: « la littérature de l’adieu, soumise à une crise existentielle 
permanente»... William Marx proclaims that three ends are close in literature: of writing, of the writer and 
of criticism... And then he adds: „three ends resembling collective suicide“. A suicide, as already noticed, 
well staged, in a performance which began at the end of the 19th century and played with other actors and 
masks in the twentieth century.  

And now? Now, we can see what is happening: just striking of balance, sinking in general 
indifference, wailing on ruins, thinking apocalyptically and dreaming of impossible resurrections of  
rational order. Is this an emaciation of the species (as is often the case in nature) or a disappearance 
provoked by le dehors (by the diseases, the mentalities of a civilisation ready to close its evolutionary 
cycle? William Marx’s demonstration is based on three case studies:   

1)  Arthur Rimbaud’s giving up on poetry at the age of 21 and his departure for Africa, followed 
by an enigmatic absence; his gesture is significant, the essayist who knows how to read the signs of 
literature says, his running away means, in fact, the end of poetry (literature);   

2) in 1892, Valéry suffers from a terrible mental breakdown which makes him abandon poetic 
writing and start studying physics and mathematics until 1917; this retirement is related by Marx with 
Rimbaud’s and with the idea that literature is inevitably coming to an end; it is clear that Monsieur 
Teste is living in Rimbaud’s drama and that, “the real first name of Mr. Teste is not Edmond, but  
Arthur“... This model has greatly influenced Paul Valéry’s career, too: his absences and comings back, 
his hostility towards biography and confession, his conviction that the poem is actually “written by 
nobody”...  

I must say that it is not too clear how these things are interconnected in the demonstration of 
William Marx, but I notice that he is trying to link them: the interpretation of Valery's absence is 
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unprecedented. Common sense and the chronology of events tell us differently, namely that, the poet, 
dissatisfied with literature, deserted it in order to study the laws of science, to enrich his spirit, to 
deepen his knowledge of methods other than those provided by metaphysics and poetry; once 
enlightened, he returned to poetry and aesthetics, convinced that (noted as such in a text of his  
Notebooks) true science is based not on answers (solutions), but on well-found and well-expressed 
interrogations. William Marx finds another explanation for this curious two-decade abandonment; 
supposedly, it has to do with Valery's revelation that, with Rimbaud’s running away from poetry,  
poetry has reached a limit and that art is not "an end in itself without ending, as Kant believed, but 
simply an outcome which, after serving its purpose, disappears. Once again: how credible is the idea 
that poetry can (literally) die intoxicated with general indifference or with self-sufficiency? Another 
open question.  

Let us scrutinize the third example brought by William Marx to support his adieu: 3) - Hugo 
von Hofmannsthal, in 1902, after a prodigious start with Symbolist poetry, sent his friends a letter 
(signed as Lord Chandos) announcing that he would abandon poetic activity. An abandonment as 
abrupt and inexplicable as that of Rimbaud, with yet one difference: Hugo von Hofmannsthal does not 
entirely give up on literature; in refusing to write poetry, he continued to write plays. The author of 
the above mentioned volume (L'Adieu ...) thinks that his action enters the pattern he has been  
following since the eighteenth century: the gradual disappearance of literature. Rimbaud's exile, La 
Soirée avec Monsieur Teste and Lord Chandos’ letter would be three phases of a refusal of literature. 
A refusal, an abandonment, from within the literary circle. Curious enough as, in Rim-baud's case at 
least, his giving up poetry comes five years after the same Rimbaud has called the poet a capital 
messianic being, a modern Prometheus... Valery comes back to poetry to make of it (in his essays) the 
unique product of the pure self ... 

How can one explain, this sudden confidence in the poetic power of saying something 
(something that no other form of communication can make up for) about the poet's inner world and 
the world that bears him (outer world)? I do not know if William Marx manages to convince me              
completely. Perhaps there are other explanations for the final disappearance or only temporary ones. 
These justifications are related to the nature of the human being (an existential crisis, for instance) 
and, in effect, to a refusal of poetic expression. The writer suffers from time to time from an existence 
sickness extended in a far more serious literature sickness. Writing seems, at such times, an 
unbearable pain, and literature – a pure vanity. It normally gets out of the crisis, but she happens to be 
persistent and even permanent. What prevents us from believing that the poets quoted by William 
Marx did not witness such existential experiences? In support of his scenario, the essayist aims to 
enhance the idea of literature across ages, from Voltaire’s triumphant welcoming back on the 30  
March 1778, at his return from the self-imposed exile to the structuralist (formalist) period, when the 
author simply disappears from the literary stage, being replaced with/by the auctorial function 
(Foucault). Between these stages, the poet’s social prestige has diminished considerably and literature 
prepares its own death, thanks to a "suicidal will of non-beingness" ... We live therefore in/at a time of 
endings: "end of writing, death of the author, end of criticism: behind all these events,         another 
end is perceivable – that of literature – or of a specific idea of literature. It is tempting to imagine what 
other idea will come next. Who knows if this is not going to happen under our own eyes?”  

The rhetorical question at the end of this excerpt seems legitimate and commonsensical, 
considering that, we all, writers and critics, theorists or simply literature historians, witness a 
paradoxical situation: conscious of the deep crisis that literature has been passing through for more 
than a century, well aware that literature is dying (if it is not already dead) or preparing to pass away, 
we continue to write, we keep on lamenting at the Wall of Literature, we thoroughly analyse the causes 
of disaster in scholarly studies about the pompously heralded suicide... However, we do all these in 
writing, in making literature. Isn’t this curious, paradoxical and a contradiction that we     accept and 
take advantage of? What moral and philosophical motivation do we have and how deep is this 
motivation to almost convince us, despite the fact that literature has lost all its titles for the past 
century, to continue to write literature and to publish our writings? Wouldn’t it be more realistic to 
imagine that, after all these disasters, literature in crisis is preparing, visibly and invisibly, its own 
revival?   

 
2. Is Literature Really Dying? 

What is to follow is neither an upbeat nor a catastrophic discourse. Not even a prophetic 
speech. A literary critic cannot make predictions without running the risk of being contradicted and, 



 

ultimately, mocked at as a false prophet. The graveyards of literature are “peopled” with them. The 
critic had better be cautious and understand what has already happened in literature and carefully 
observe what happens under his own eyes. So I do not rush to confirm the death of literature, nor to 
announce its imminent extinction. I do not trust the prophets when it comes to this area where 
everything is changing fast and there is something essential that remains. Literature has its own laws 
(the most ineffable) when it comes to long-term development. We know even less when it comes to 
the short-term evolution of literature. We foresee, for instance, that the type of novel that is popular 
today will be read tomorrow, too or that a poem that stirred one generation will also echo, perhaps, in 
the next generation. But will it have the same effect on every following generation? How many of the 
writings acclaimed today will be of any interest in the next three or four decades? Most importantly, 
will many of them even survive aesthetically? Few, in any case. The law of aesthetic mutation is 
valid, let us not forget, in all ages of creation. What happens tomorrow with the Romanian novel, how 
will poetry look like in the next stage? Here's what we want to know, but it is reasonable and fair to 
admit that we do not really know. We can make assumptions, but we should have the wisdom to 
believe in them to the end. 

Seeing the ideas popularized today, regarding the profound crisis that literature is undergoing, 
what could I conclude? Is literature really dying? And if it is, to quote the captain from Dostoevsky, 
what need is there for literary critics? And, even more than that, what hope can we have in a 
civilization in which art is systematically degraded (or so they say) and their creators are showily 
preparing the farewell ceremony? Some reflections based on these interrogations – this is what I 
would like to offer my readers, the ones that are left, in the introduction to this critical work in which 
the idea of crisis of literature is recurrent. I shall summarize my ideas on this anxiety-generating 
phenomenon below. 

I shall start with the darkest idea in this discourse: the disappearance of literature. An idea 
that, in one form or another, we find in many theoretical writings or in the confessions made by men 
of letters of the last half century. Is literature, truly, on its death bed? Are its myths irreversibly 
disappearing, beginning with the one of the great writer, continuing with the myth of the masterpiece, 
as they all say? Apparently true. Or so claimed by some intellectuals of the century that has just 
ended. I think, for example, of Roland Barthes. He announced in the '60s or '70s, I do not know 
precisely, that the myth of the great writer disappeared. And French literature, at least, was quick to 
confirm it. After Céline, Malraux, Camus, Sartre, France never gave a great writer. After the surrealist 
generation, it has never imposed any great poet. Or it could not give one. In being present as an 
examiner for a PhD candidate at Paris IV – Sorbonne, on 8-9 November 2007, I asked a        colleague 
of mine, a professor at a French university, interested in contemporary poetry, what great 
contemporary poet he could name from France. He replied to me, in complete honesty, that he did not 
know what to answer. If France does not have today a great novelist or poet, this does not mean that 
another culture does not have one either and could not have one in ten or twenty years. Who can 
provide such revelations? Barthes’ opinion can be validated on short term, or in some area of culture. 
Frankly, I do not think that fatality has anything to do with this and that the above mentioned myths 
(of the great writer and of the literary masterpiece) are forever gone. Literature is the realm of 
revelations and we can expect that the mysterious energies of a nation will be harmonized and will 
feed again the lily stalk/stem of which Călinescu was speaking at the end of his study on Eminescu. It 
is enough for a genius to appear, says the critic, to turn all the rules, norms and ideologies silent. 
Really nice, encouraging, but I do not know why the genius got so upset to withdraw from the world. 
Unfortunately, Roland Barthes's prophecy seems to come true. 

It was Barthes, too, who was fully convinced of the coming death of the Author in 1967-1968 
and, about the same time, the philosopher Michel Foucault relativized this death saying that, with the 
author gone, its place is taken by the "auctorial function" in literary analysis. We notice today that the 
Author returned to literature and exercises, knowingly, the functions of which he has been deprived. 
The exile (its banishment from literary theory and criticism) ended decades ago and his biography is 
coming back in force, on the literary market. In short: the author did not die or more precisely: the 
Author (the Freudian horde leader) was not killed by the structuralist and post structuralist 
approaches. Those who wanted to assassinate it have biologically disappeared or methodologically 
converted themselves. Where is now the much feared Jean Ricardou who was terrorizing the Parisian 
literary soirees of the '70s, claiming that a text must not be read to the end, it suffices to study only 
two to three pages to figure out how it works? Where are all those little despots of new criticism who 
ruled in Western universities in the '70s and whom Barthes himself disavowed after having provided 



 

them with a method of text analysis in the first place?  
 

3. When Wasn’t Literature in Crisis? 
Is literature in crisis? I would rephrase this interrogation as follows: when wasn’t literature in 

crisis? I have noticed, in reading old criticism that the general feeling given by those who comment on 
literature, irrespective of age, is that of crisis. The crisis of values, the crisis of literary structure, the 
crisis of language, talent crisis, moral crisis. This feeling is shared, for instance, in our inter-war  
literary journalism. Most of the important literary critics speak, in one way or another, of the crisis 
literature. The vanguardists are unhappy with what exists (confirmed styles, sustained values, 
academized literature, whored art) and will "disinfest" by any means literature; the modernists speak 
of the inertia and out-datedness of the traditionalists, the traditionalists accuse the decadence of the 
modernists from “Sburătoru”, young critics (Eugene Ionesco, among them) deny them all, both 
modernists and traditionalists, on a charge of major imposition; the "criterionists" want to spiritualize 
culture and build a country based on the archetypes and values of peasant Christianism; N. Iorga is of 
the opinion that the poetry made by the young at the beginning of this angry century  (the twentieth 
century) is meaningless and even pornographic. The generalized idea is that          something is 
happening with/in Romanian literature and this is something alarming. Not avoided, again, is the term 
crisis. Today, we see that the inter-war period was an age of cultural flourishing and, as far as 
literature is concerned, it is going through a rapid and fortunate change of patterns (in novel and  
poetry) and, in general, almost all genres are synchronized with the ideological trends of the time. 
Literary criticism itself is, in large part, free from ideological influence and adopts the principle of 
aesthetic autonomy.  

The provisional conclusion which can be drawn is that not all crisis in literature (or the 
feeling of a major crisis) is the sign of impending death. It is often a sign of profound changes, in 
attitude, vision, structure, language, in short, in models. We can say that literature is never peaceful, 
or living in a state of normality, of harmony, literature is by nature insurgent, insomniac, at war with 
the world outside (dominant ideologies, confirmed styles) and at war with itself. It lives, as Jean 
Paulhan said, on denials and turns refusal into an art of refusal.  

The deepest "crisis" is undoubtedly generated by the divorce of literature from official 
ideology which tends to manipulate it. The fact is clearly seen in right or left-wing totalitarian 
regimes. In 1945, Romanian literature genuinely entered a crisis (a total crisis) and the poets and 
critics of that time have rightfully spoken of "crisism”. Each of them understood the crisis according 
to their ideological and aesthetic position. Some of them (representatives of the new regime) 
announced the crisis of the "bourgeois culture" (traditional culture) and denounced the autonomy of 
the aesthetic, others (those who carried forward the spirit of inter-war literature) manifested their 
justified concern with the crisis determined by the new ideological structures in the area of literature. 
Anxiety is, this time, highly motivated. Literature has entered a truly deep crisis and lived for decades 
in a system that has been subordinate to politics. It was not until the '60s that it began to gradually free 
itself from the constraints of the unique method of creation (socialist realism) and find more 
aesthetically authentic ways to assert itself in avoiding the official canon.  

The crisis provoked by the totalitarian political regime, has obviously and violently caused a 
crisis within literature, too. A wide phenomenon that requires another type of analysis. We can say, 
here, only that the novel was back to twentieth century realism and poetry to pre-modern discourse. 
Modernity was entirely denounced as a form of dangerous decadence and, therefore, was ostracized, 
removed from the literary practice. The famous article (famous in its primitive character) written in 
1948 against Arghezi published in „Scânteia“ did not target only the greatest poet of the time, but the 
entire Romanian modernity. It took a generation for the young poets and critics of the time to try (and, 
fortunately, to succeed) to recover the values of modernity and for literature to manifest a 
neomodernist trend synchronized with other compatible forms of the period (the South American 
novel, for instance, or with the new Western European novel) ...and that was in the 60s, at a time of 
political „warming”... What followed thereafter is unknown. After 1970, there appeared the first signs 
of postmodernity in the poetry of Nichita Stănescu and Marin Sorescu, and young prose writers 
discovered self-referential narrative, aesthetic delirium, textualism and, in general, both young and not 
that young writers are concerned with changing literary patterns (the canons) ... 

What conclusion can we draw from this glimpse into the Romanian literary phenomenon? 
One idea becomes prominent in the present discussion: the political (ideological) crises from the 
outside lead to a disruption in the development of literature causing a major crisis within its structures, 



 

a  shift in pace and an abrupt change of message. Is genuine literature dying in the meantime? It is 
not, but it is agonizing, stepping aside, keeping silent and when it succeeds in expressing itself, it does 
it fragmentarily, indirectly and parabolically, and only rarely directly. It is lying in wait for a good 
time to recover and to rebuild what was lost under the pressure from the outside. It is an experience 
lived by all Eastern European literatures. 

 
4. A discourse on the self or a discourse on the world?  

The didactic canon.  
What a student is learning today about literature... 

Speaking of the crisis or the dangers that threaten literature nowadays (especially French 
literature), Tzvetan Todorov links this phenomenon with the dominance, among others (others being, 
we have seen, the ideology of solipsism and of nihilism!), of formalism in literary criticism. The 
phenomenon is already known. It is only now put into question and is accounted for effects. Effects 
which are divided among criticism, which has won something important in learning to discover the 
functional mechanisms of literary texts, and literature itself, which has gained self-awareness and the 
conviction that reflection on literature can become a narrative theme; last but not least, prose has 
abolished the borders between genres and brought in the novel, for example, psychoanalytical 
complexes, whereas literary theory introduced the reader as a leading character in the literary equation 
etc. 

It must be said, however, that literature has lost something essential: its power of seduction 
and its readers; it has lessened its message and lost its position in society. Todorov examines all this 
with lucidity and, as I have already said, with a feeling – if not of guilt, a feeling, as the title of his 
volume indicates it, that literature is now in jeopardy. He's right, his fears are real. The "formalism" 
that he has theorized and he himself successfully practiced finally formalized literature as such, and if 
it did so, it extracted from it the live, exciting and essential parts. Instead of being what a novel is 
meant to be, and that is, a discourse on the human being and on the world, the novel turned into a 
discourse about the novel, a metanovel. Most of us who welcomed (including the one who wrote this 
essay) that change of canon, now see that the self-referential novel, replacing the one talking about 
what happens to the Marquise going out in town at five o'clock in the afternoon, does not tell us much. 
Nothing but the fact that the novel is contemplating its reflection in dead water, just like Narcissus. 
The reader, in having realised what it was all about, got bored and abandoned the self-referential, 
experimental narrative enamoured of itself, solipsist and nihilistic.  

There is something more serious pointed at by Tzvetan Todorov and, in seeing his examples, I 
must say that I agree with him: it is how the schooling system reflects this change of paradigm in 
literary theory in the last half century. Under the influence of the formalist mandarins, the didactic 
discourse quickly adopted the new hermeneutical canon and, after a while, the class no longer studies 
literary works as such, but critical methods; there are performed studies on the text (how it functions), 
not on the context; it is the structures, figures of speech that are being learned and not what is flowing 
through them ... Todorov discovers, much to his stupefaction and freight, this new canon in teaching. 
He makes a digression in his discourse (a biographical one) and tells us how he came to this alarming 
discovery: he confesses about the world he is coming from (from communist Bulgaria), about his 
excitement in coming to Paris, how he translated, steered by Genette, the Russian formalists and what 
intellectual battles he had to fight against traditional criticism and now that his children became 
teenagers and are learning the methods of formalist criticism in school, the   author is simply confused 
and frightened: "At school, he writes, they do not teach what the literary works are about any more, 
but what the critics are saying about them, and students are asked to  know „the six Jakobsonian 
functions and the six Greimasian actants", to know in depth analepsis and prolepsis, not what Dante or 
Shakespeare are saying in their works. A reversal of meanings, a pedagogy that the author of 
Fantastic Prose does not hesitate to label as absurd. What should we do, he is asking, study analytical 
methods in school or use critical methods to study the works in their essence, that is, their discourse 
on the world at large? Todorov notes that the French education inverted the natural order of things 
when it comes to teaching literature and does not hesitate to call this fact "an abuse of power" and 
asks theorists and literary critics to be more modest and accept the idea that it is infinitely more 
important for a student to learn in school not so much (or not primarily) about literary criticism 
theories, methods, conceptual frameworks etc. but about literature itself.  

What follows in Todorov's discourse is evidence that he himself assumes this modesty: "we – 
specialists, literary critics, teachers – are often nothing but midgets climbing on the shoulders of 



 

giants; refocusing philological education on text study represents a perspective that would receive, I 
have no doubt, the secret vote of many teachers who have chosen this profession because they love 
literature and are passionate with the meanings and beauty of literary works; there is no reason to 
suppress this passion; teachers are not responsible for the ascetic way of talking about literature, it is 
true that the meaning of a work is not restricted to the student’s purely subjective interpretation, but 
requires a certain theoretical background and, in order to engage in a discussion on a specific topic, 
the student must learn a number of elements of literary history or some specific principles of 
structural analysis; under no circumstance, must the study of the means/ways of access replace the 
study of the meaning [work], that is, its purpose [...]; the innovations brought about by structuralism 
in previous decades are welcome, provided that they remain information tools, and not become an end 
in itself [...]; we must go even further: we are studying the meaning of a text incorrectly if we 
disregard that there are always works in context and in dialogue with it [...]; we must also ask 
ourselves about the purpose of the works thought as worthy of being studied; as a rule, the non-
professional reader is reading today (just as he was yesterday) these works not to learn a reading 
method, or to inform himself on the society in which they were created, but to find a meaning that 
enables a better understanding of the man and of the world and to discover the beauty that enriches his 
existence; in this way, he comes to understand himself much better; the knowledge of literature is not 
an end in itself, but one of the ways to self-accomplishment, the course that  literary education is 
taking today, which turns from this horizon (this week we have studied  metonymy next week we shall 
study personification) is likely to lead us to a dead end, not to mention the fact that it could make us 
not love literature at all"... 

I reproduced this long passage because it makes it clear, I think, what literary criticism has 
refused to talk about the local imperialisms of formalism denounced before, we remember, by their 
creator, Barthes, after discovering what academic mediocrity it cultivates and how indigestible and 
sophisticated the structuralist approach has become. But his warning was not followed and, now, after 
almost 30 years, a disciple (an admirable, in fact, theorist of literature) comes and judges the 
consequences of this absurd formalization of the study of literature in school and beyond its precincts. 
His position is rational: he does not deny the role that the structuralist approach to studying literary 
texts had and still has, but rightfully asks that the critical approach not become an end in itself but a 
tool to help readers find the substance of literary works. 

Would all these mean a return to traditional criticism, a rehabilitation of Mr. Picard, a humble 
recognition that structuralism and poststructuralism have only confused the readers who, bombarded 
on all sides by new methods, chased, repressed, insulted by enraged literary theorists, do not know 
what to do when holding a book in their hands: to follow the history of love "woven thread by thread" 
or to track the analepses and prolepses?!... Tzvetan Todorov suggests something else, more 
appropriate, I think, something that is in the interests of literature and to the reader's benefit, the one 
without whom the work exists only as a file of scribbled papers: in studying the text functions, the 
analyst should keep in view its deep meanings, those which ensure the originality, the power and the 
permanence of literature. 

La littérature en péril suggests something else, namely that, if literature is indeed in danger of 
not being read any more, of being marginalized and eventually of disappearing from the expectations 
of a reader seduced by media resources, whether that disaster will happen or not, the first to blame are 
the literary theorists and critics. They have led the fashion and they have imposed a dictatorship in 
postmodernist letters, a dictatorship that has estranged the reader from literature. They have, today, 
the obligation to fix things. Todorov gives the tone. His speech shows why it is necessary to revise 
our methods and language and to try to overcome the crisis caused in the field of letters by formalism, 
negativism and solipsism. Right before this crisis becomes fatal and the patient dies on the operating 
table. 

 
5. Literary criticism in a post-humanities age.  

O new synthesis 
What is literary criticism supposed to do other than what it has been doing for almost two 

hundred years, ever since Sainte Beuve founded it as an intellectual institution with an essential role 
in modern society? After the explosion of methods, it is not the case to return literary criticism to 
biographical criticism and impressionistic practices, although there is no shame in admitting that 
criticism has its own muse, its moment of grace and need for imagination, as the early twentieth  
century Impressionists used to believe. But it needs something else, too: a new synthesis in the critical       



 

approach, a summary of findings brought about by structuralism and other modern  methods 
(psychoanalysis, archetypal criticism, thematic criticism etc.) and their association with creative 
critical approaches (analysis of meanings, context analysis), so that the literary work might be able to 
reveal its depths, myths, fundamental issues and its power of seduction. In this respect, Todorov 
considers that we should not consider the different ways/means as incompatible, but as 
complementary, based on the idea that each of them can say something important about the text, 
something that another approach cannot account for; why then exclude from competition some means 
that can prove useful in understanding literature? The novelist, the theorist adds, lives and, obviously, 
does not write in an absolute vacuum: he/she observes and incorporates the world he lives in, before 
integrating this knowledge into the characters, stories, images, sounds from the text. And, further, 
here are some sentences which, 30 years ago in the era of the theorists’dictatorship, we could hardly 
imagine printed in the Poétique: "said otherwise, the works are seeking to impose a certain meaning 
and the writer is thinking; the critic's role is to convert this meaning and thinking into the common 
language of his time – and little do we care about the means used to fulfil its purpose: "man" and 
"work", "history" and "structure" are equally welcome and the result is the following: it allows us to 
include the author's thinking into the endless debate on human condition "...  

There is nothing to be corrected or conservative, neither didacticist nor utopian, in this 
discourse. It is only a test, as I mentioned earlier, in recognizing that, in separating literature from its 
substance and in preventing criticism to use all means available, not just one, we do not only 
jeopardize literature, but we also lessen the chances of literary criticism of saying the essential about 
the literary work. Literary criticism, Jean Starobinsky was saying 30 years ago, should not give up the 
opportunity to be a higher form of creation. In order to become modernist and postmodernist, 
criticism should not repress what it sets its ideas in motion, ie the imagination of ideas ... 

 
6. Literature has power even when turned powerless 

Can one still speak today of the power of literature? Does literature, in the age of the internet, hold the 
power of seducing its reader and of sending its message across in a society that is reading less and less and when 
it does so, it is Harry Potter, and not the novels of Claude Simon of which only 200 samples sold for the 
past five years?!... Delicate matter. Library success does not automatically mean passing a test in      
aesthetic value. A masterpiece may happen not to have, at its first release, a favourable reception and wait 
for another generation to discover and approve it. Speaking of the power of literature, we must bring into 
discussion the role taken by the writer in the hierarchies of a world that does nothing but depart from what 
it has cherished so far: religion, history, humanities, family values etc. Richard Millet is of the opinion that 
literature means nothing today. „ The media diversion”, he is writing, has affected and falsified everything. 
The tele-star (tele-histrion) is invincible. The poet stands no chance when faced with such competition. He 
is all alone in a “tenebrous order”, poetry (literature, in general) is not possible any more as « acte 
différentiste absolu »: literature cannot impose its originality, language, power of suggesting and of 
influencing human destiny and social order. All that awaits it is despondency, anxiety, and solitary march 
in a de-spiritualised post modernity... Under these circumstances, the power of literature is reduced to the 
possibility of pondering upon its powerlessness and, just as Pascal’s thinking reed, upon its tragic condition 
and loss of grandeur.   

Is this the ultimate truth? Has the thinking reed lost all grandeur and power confronted with the 
nothingness that is unavoidably spreading? What is in the power of literature in a society in which the old 
European humanities have not completely disappeared, but just weakened in force in the computer-
dominated society?!... As a forced paradox, we could say that literature has power, even when turned 
powerless. Of course, the poet is not written today with an initial capital and is not spoilt any more, but his 
work continues to represent an object of worship for a reduced number of devotees. To become visible in 
the consumer society, poetry must pass through the TV station, and in order to do that, the poet must give up 
all vanities, reveries and demonisms and cultivate profitable relationships. There is indeed the chance of the 
internet, the possibility of dropping the bottle with the poem manuscript in the virtual ocean, thinking that, 
who knows, somebody might catch it someday.  

Many young poets practice this exercise, the poets of other generations go by the traditional 
formula: they create in pains, they read their poems for a week or a month in a circle of friends and, if 
they find a journal/magazine in the city where they live, they manage to publish them. Does anyone 
read them? Judging by the reactions posted on the net, the lovers of poetry are disappointingly scarce 
in number, and yet, they exist. It is true that most of them take everything into derision, make bad 
jokes, banter with great pleasure and, I must admit, with enough skill. Mocking at sb./ sth. has 



 

become, at least to us, Romanians, a very popular strategy. We learn it ever since adolescence. Poetry 
is an easy target for “the mockers in active service”. Noica the philosopher once called them brayers 
on service. These brayers express themselves today in and through the silence of the Internet and 
under the profitable cover of anonymity. Give them the most beautiful poem of Eminescu, or an elegy 
by Nichita Stanescu: they will immediately take pleasure in destroying it. Ultimately, we know for 
long: everything can be taken into derision at this meridian. Why would poetry make an exception? 
However, the religion of poetry is not dead; in theory, it will continue to exist. The     number of 
printed copies has declined catastrophically (in a country of culture as Romania, the number of poetry 
book copies dropped in the last 20 years from five to ten thousand copies for an average poet in the 
'80s, to one or two hundred, these being as many as one fairly known poet would manage to publish, 
most often at his own expense; a beginner starts with no more than 20-30 copies). Literary criticism 
does not show a particular interest in poetry and, indeed, criticism as an institution no longer works 
for selection. Finally, the expectations for poetry and, in general, for current literature have been 
considerably reduced. The novel still has some audience, whereas the moral and political essays have 
a larger readership.  

Under these circumstances, what is, again, the power of literature? Is there anything (unique 
of its kind) it can say to the postmodern (wo)man absorbed with worries and seduced by a civilization 
of the image (with its most efficient tool: television), stressed by the urban crowding and by the life 
scenario in which he entered (metro – boulot – dodo [same old routine]), victim of a time that has no 
patience? ... And if this (wo)man manages to overcome all these problems and makes time for 
reading, on holiday or at weekend (or maybe even tonight, after the news time), a volume of poetry or 
begins the novel just released on the market and recommended in Bernard Pivot’s show (Pivot or 
anybody else), what is, I dare ask, the effect of reading, and, ultimately, the power of literature? If the 
novel is well written, says Baudelaire, nobody will feel like violating the laws of nature, even if the 
novel (or drama) speaks of abominable crimes. Literature, I remember Barthes saying, does not help 
us to walk, it helps us to breathe. Well, sceptics say, but to help us to breathe, the condition is to read. 
But the time of reading is gone, and then there are other more attractive and effective means to 
cultivate our spirit. A clip could trigger a revolution, a poem does not cause today a government to 
fall anywhere in the world. And then what? Then, we should ask from poetry only what it can give us 
by itself. I say poetry and, I mean, in fact, all literature.  

Tzvetan Todorov, whom I have mentioned many times before, for reasons that can be easily 
understood (coming from among those who think that literature serves as an object of study and 
nothing more), thinks that literature is still capable of much more. Among others: it brings us close to 
one another, it helps us understand the world and thus helps us live. It is true, he points out, that 
literature is « une technique de soins de l'âme », but it can bring a change inside us and give meaning 
to our existence. The semiotician does not hesitate to make a prediction: "literature has yet to play a 
vital role [...]; the normal reader, the one that continues to seek in the works he is reading for 
something that gives meaning to his life is right in contrast with the teachers, critics and writers who 
say that literature only speaks about itself or that it only teaches despair, if he were not right, he would 
be condemned to disappear soon"... And in the same order: Dante and Cervantes tell us more than 
scholars, sociologists and psychologists about the human condition; the novel does not give us a new 
savoir, but a new capacity to communicate and to perceive relationships between people, finally, to 
perceive and understand the Other ...  

All this is true, but the semiologist does not tell us whether the novel popular on the market 
today meets this message and if the writer, after the new novel trend has learnt, knows, or is willing, 
in abandoning the writing adventure, to return – once enriched with the self-referential experiences – 
to writing an adventure? In plain terms, if today's literature can assume other tasks besides speaking 
about itself? To create such a memorable typology, to build a history of the heart (repeat the formula 
of Balzac), to imagine forms of seduction to recover the reader he has lost? It is not about the novel 
returning to nineteenth century realism, but about studying in the narrative, not the condition of the 
novel, but the condition of the postmodernist, post-historical, post-religious man who knows or does 
not know if he lives in post-history but knows well what drama he is living and what to expect from a 
book that he is reading. He is expecting, first, to love it, to interest him, to say something, not about 
the performers, narrators, narrataires, speakers, but about repeated reference, about what happened to 
the Marquise who went out in town at five o'clock in the afternoon and never returned, or about what 
happens to the young provincial who once reaching the city gates, declares that he wants to conquer it 
...  



 

For literature to regain power, it must, above all, to regain its subject (theme, point of 
reference), to redefine its goal and the means to attain it. In other words, literature should become 
again a discourse about human condition, a discourse about the world. Hence, its power and its future 
depend on this. Italo Calvino, quoted by Antoine Compagnon, was right: "things that literature can 
investigate and communicate are less numerous, but irreplaceable: the way, for instance, of seeing its 
peers and itself [...], of assigning value to small and large things [...] of guessing real life proportions 
and the place love holds in life, its strength and its pace, the place held by death, the way to think and 
not to think of it and other "necessary and difficult" things, such as roughness, pity, sadness, irony, 
humor“

6
. 

 
7. Literature – « un savoir des singularités » 

Starting from this apparently modest but really profound discourse, which points, in simple 
terms, at the unique (specific and irreplaceable) power of literature, Antoine Compagnon is speaking 
himself of « a savoir irremplaçable, et non résumable circonstancié, sur la nature humaine, a savoir 
des singularités »(beautiful formula!) that lies solely within the power of literature, and which is a 
strong argument in  favour of its survival. Can this be a return to the ethics of literature? Dangerous 
to support. All that comes in touch with the idea of programmed morality and, in general, with the 
idea of literary program causes a fully justified protest. Justified it is, because literature, in its modern 
understanding, has, for several centuries, abandoned its theological, moral, educational and political 
duties. It could not avoid, in the twentieth century (the century of revolutions including the century of 
art revolution) and even ideological constraints and political servitude, but, in general, literature has 
fought for its independence. That in this process literature has remained isolated from human 
problems is a consequence that falls within the logic of action. And yet, not a fatal irreversible 
consequence, because, after the dominance of the three despots named by Tzvetan Todorov 
(formalism, nihilism and solipsism), the critical spirit brings into discussion once again the forms and 
mission of literature, expecting just as Antoine Compagnon, a re-taking on practical ethics and 
speculation. As "source of inspiration," says the Professor at the Collège de France, literature helps 
developing our personality or training "sentimental education", as ecclesiastical readings did for our 
ancestors; it allows access to some sensitive experience and moral knowledge which philosophical 
treaties could hardly provide. It (literature) thereby contributes in an irreplaceable way to practical and 
speculative ethics.“

7
 The aesthetician is aware that this apology of literature and this ethical 

reinvestment of literature is deemed to be a conservative option. Though conscious of this danger, he 
does not give up on the idea that literature must assume a complex moral and spiritual project. 
Literature is not alone, he reassures us, literature has not exhausted its possibilities, it is more 
insightful than the image, and more effective than the document, despite what was said about its     
degradation, marginalization, self-devouring tendency, its showy suicide etc.. Literature remains the 
best introduction to image intelligence, this culture-anchored and well-balanced author points.  

What is objectionable in this project? Very little, except for its utopian and apologetic 
language. Let us honestly admit that this discourse gives us courage, that we heartily wish the 
contemporary literature professor at the Collège de France to win the bet he has placed on literature, 
as this kind of bet in the era of self-referentiality, deconstruction and constructionism is a true act of 
courage ...  
 

8. The paradox of literature living its end in style 
What remains in this project of the old Enlightenment idea about literature as a tool for 

learning through aesthetic pleasure, literature as therapy for the spirit and soul, literature as an 
instrument of justice and tolerance, an idea taken by the Romantics and rejected by most modernity? I 
have found, in reading both the writers and theorists, a response to satisfy me. Sartre, who wrote in 
the first years after the Second World War, full of hope and pride, that the writer's task is the task of 
humanity, believed that literature cannot prevent the death of a child, but can help us escape "the 
forces of alienation and oppression." The philosopher Theodor Adorno pronounced a terrible 
sentence: "To write a poem after Auschwitz is a barbaric act." How can get all these literary visions 
from the most nihilistic ("in talking about nothing, literature itself becomes a nothingness about which 
nothing more can be said" - William Marx playing with words) to the more moderate and reasonable 
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opinions, as the ones of Todorov and Compagnon?  
This is the place to say that literary criticism in the last half-century, with few exceptions, 

either took refuge in cultural journalism, or was submitted to literary theory and partook, with relish, 
of the terror imposed by theorists à outrance ... From those presented above, there can be inferred that 
we are witnessing a moment of reflection. Critics, theorists, aestheticians, sociologists of literature are 
rethinking the literary equation and reconsidering their discipline. A vague sense of guilt is 
perceivable in these articles calling into question the current diseases of both literature and literary 
criticism. Is literary criticism going to die as William Marx believes? I do not think it died or will die 
any sooner. It is just passing through a revision phase, a target adjustment and a strategy regulation. 
The end of writing? No way. There is a lot being written and more published than ever. Three million 
French people, says Philippe Lejeune, keep a diary. Doesn’t this say anything about the individual 
need to express oneself? The problem is that literary criticism has scarce means to learn and to judge 
these writings aesthetically. The press service took its place, and its strategy is commercial, not 
aesthetic. Aesthetic criticism must return to power, get back in action and before applying a 
sophisticated method, it must fulfil its fundamental duty, that is, to accept or to reject the work that 
has just been released. How can this selection be made if ten thousand titles appear every week? I 
honestly admit that I have no answer to this question.  

Is literature in a serious crisis? Is the taste for reading disappearing and the end of the writer 
coming? We spoke elsewhere about the end of the writer. I even mentioned it in this critical work. 
What is certain is that the semioticians could not kill the Author (Writer); therefore, I have already 
said it, le refoulé returns. Psychoanalysis has not convinced us that, for a better understanding of the 
work, you must first commit an act of parricide. The author returned to his work and in the critical 
comments on this work. William Marx is wrong; he has not sufficiently considered this phenomenon. 
It is true that the author does not enjoy the recognition of all his titles and traditional powers, but he 
regained, after his exile, much of his essential functions. It is again a character, that mysterious figure 
on the cover. What does this character (a product of the biographical self) have to do with the creation 
within the work? This is another topic which does not fall within the present essay.  

Is the taste for literature fading away? I do not think this disaster is liable to happen. This 
would imply man’s willingly falling out of one of the greatest and least expensive pleasures. And of a 
refined, efficient, far-reaching tool for shaping and enriching his spirit. Reading, it was said, is an 
unpunished vice. Reading as training and maintenance exercise, reading as therapeutic method, 
reading as thoughtful, gleeful and creative solitude. Whoever waives reading books, I think, is a 
candidate to barbarism.  

Is literature in crisis? Literature has long been and will always be in crisis, perhaps to the end 
of history. The paradox is that good literature knows how to draw benefit from the crisis that 
generated it and in which it is continuously preparing to die: it can turn to profit failures, scepticism, 
systematically usurping revolutions, ontological sickness, self sickness (literature sickness); literature 
can exploit its own depreciation, unless it loses its sense of being and takes the idea of its uselessness 
so seriously that it is not able to aim at anything. All that is left to her is to take itself into derision and 
organize its ceremonious suicide. Is literature sick and dying? It has been preparing for some time, it 
is sinking, as Eugene Ionesco’s king, but never dies, it has only got a taste for the sumptuous twilight 
in which it can recover its forces to finish what it has begun ... But how to regenerate and pull together 
these inner forces? Mircea Eliade was saying, three or four decades ago, that literature would grow 
well through the infusion of myths. This idea is coming back in full force today. Man must recover his 
spiritual dimension, "says a famous philosopher of culture; this is a way to his salvation and to that of 
literature, which can die of too many formal refinements.  

I would like to finish this essay neither on an apotheotic nor on a pessimistic tone. Not before, 
anyway, confessing that, in speaking of the destiny of literature at a time when many prominent 
intellectuals assert its disappearance, I could not talk about all its threats and humiliations. Nor about 
the fact that the man who is reading our books is not the same as the one of a century ago or even half 
a century ago. His traditional image of king of his castle was shattered. New humanities revealed their 
complexes. The twentieth century “humanities” have cultivated its peculiarities not its wholeness, and 
have revealed irregularities, aporias, not cohesion and unity. The semioticians’ grammatical man does 
not resemble at all the psychoanalytic man, a sum of complexes formed and functional without his 
knowledge and without the control of reason. The classical rational man, who believed, under the 
influence of philosophers, that the beautiful is the is good in the highest degree and the complete man 
is a synthesis of good, beautiful and true, well, this man discovered that he lives in the mouth of a 



 

volcano where his irrationalities, complexes, and dark sides of his beings are fuming. Is he confident, 
under these circumstances, in the sensitizing and regenerating power of literature? What frame of 
mind does he have when and if he begins to read a book of poetry? I’m asking for the last time: is 
literature in a major crisis, is literature dying? No, it’s not; it is only its norms that are changing and 
have changed abruptly in his living this endless finality. Nearly one hundred years ago, Paul Valery 
warned us (in his Outlook for Intelligence, 1925) that a crisis is "the transition from one type of 
operational system to another; a transition perceived through signs or symptoms; time seems to alter 
its nature during a crisis, duration is not perceived as it is when things are in a normal state; instead of 
measuring permanence, it measures variation. Let us also say that the spirit that measures the crisis 
signs and variation in literature itself is very anxious, harassed, fallen prey to the dissonances, 
contradictions and fleetness which dominate the present-day world.  
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